


19 Social media Post

Ideas for Small

business Owners

 1. Photos of your employees. Your customers

need to know, like and trust you before they

will do business with you.  Getting to know

your employees is part of this process, and your

customers will love it. 

2. A tip or trick that will solve a simple

challenge. Think of your customer and a

problem that they might have.  Showing value

by solving a fear, uncertainty, or doubt is a step

in the right direction.

3. Inspirational Quote. Now we see many

business owners use this one, and it can be

great to reach out to your audience. However,

we do suggest that you try and keep it specific

to your industry in some way.  You can do this

through images or the quote you use to tie it

into your business somehow.

4. Customer Reviews.  Social proofing is a

great way to build trust with your followers, and

while your customers might be leaving reviews

on platforms such as Facebook and Google,

you can attract more attendees by making a

graphic and sharing it as a post on your feed. 

5. Promotional. While social media is not

the place to advertise your products and

services on every post, you need to let

your followers know what you sell or do.

So one in every 5 posts is ok to be

promotional.

6. Product Reviews.  Now, these are not to

be confused with promotional posts.  You

will be talking about the features and

benefits of one of your products/services,

yes, but that's it refrain from talking about

where they can buy it or book.

7. Educational. Teach your followers

something that can help them or

something that they may not know.

8. Special Days/Occasions. The first thing

we do when we are looking at our monthly

schedule is the special days or occasions:

Eg. Easter, Christmas, your business

birthday, your staff birthdays.

9. Story Telling. It can be your story or the

story of one of your customers.  A good

story will put the reader in the hero's shoes

and is something they can relate to.

As a business owner, your focus should be on
providing the best product/service to your
customers.  Coming up with ideas for your

social media shouldn't take up valuable time.
Here are 31 ideas to keep you going.



10. Links to free resources. Your
followers and potential customers can
really benefit from free resources, and this
also gives you another opportunity to offer
your clients something that can help them
with a problem they might be having. 
11. Behind the Scenes. Another
opportunity for your followers to get to
know you and see what it's like behind the
scenes of your business.
12. Business Shout out. This is where
you shout out another business. For
example, it could supply you or a local
business you visit, like a cafe etc.
13. Industry related news. Has there
been something in the news recently
related to your business/product/service? 
 This is the time to jump on and share your
thoughts on the subject.
14. Company accomplishments and
milestones. Winning awards is great, and
tell your followers about it is part of the
journey.
15. Information about events. If you don't
have any events coming up, don't worry;
your local school or charity group normally
has something you can promote. 
16. Giveaways.  Now I don't want you to
get too carried away here.  The occasional
giveaway is all good but doesn't make a
habit of it.  Ensure you check with the
platforms you are posting on to make sure
you are not breaking any rules.
17. A question for your followers to
answer.  This can be a good one to get
some interaction industry-related doesn't
always do the trick.  Something interactable
that most people can relate to does the
trick.

18. A link to your latest blog post. If you're a
blog writer you can link to your latest blog. 
 Give them a sneak peek by writing the first
paragraph in the text then link to the rest of the
article.



19. Upload a Video. A short video talking

to your followers can be a great way to

engage.  We all know that video get's

you more engagement than other posts 

Altitude Business Solutions are

committed to helping Small

Business Owners navigate their

way through growing their

business. Helping them assess

where there are issues and

providing the recourses and

contacts to give Altitude to their

business. We hold monthly FREE

online webinars and offer one on

one consulting and training in the

workplace. For more helpful tips,

head to our website.
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